
 

Loxone Continues to Innovate with V9 Software Release 
Save 50,000 tasks. Enjoy more time for life. 
 
September 2017 - Since its founding in 2009, Austrian home automation manufacturer 
Loxone has consistently been at the forefront of smart home innovation and development, 
with the latest release of its app and configuration software proving to be no exception. A 
complete overhaul of the app and configuration software yields benefits for homeowners and 
partners alike, making it the best version yet. 
 
Once again developed in-house at Loxone Basecamp, Kollerschlag, Version 9 incorporates 
both obvious - and behind the scenes - improvements that, in short, lead to improvements in 
usability, performance, and security for both the partners designing and configuring smart 
homes, as well as the people using the app to interact with their homes. 
 
The most noticeable change to the Loxone app is the sleek, sophisticated user interface that 
brings a more intuitive, streamlined experience for the user. The in-house software 
development team have collectively spent hundreds of hours perfecting the new app, all with 
a fine eye for detail, to ensure that the end user has even more autonomy in their hands, as 
opposed to relying on their partner to make minor changes to aspects of their smart home. 
The redesigned app puts the most frequently used tasks at the user’s fingertips, giving them 
an overview of their house’s current status wherever they may be in relation to it. 
 
A key focus for the company is lighting. With a subsidiary in Austria dedicated to the 
research and development of domestic lighting, naturally the release of the newest software 
update includes improved lighting controls and features. A change from the previously 
coined term ‘scenes’ to new lighting ‘moods’ makes it even easier to change the whole 
atmosphere of a room. User Interface Settings give the app user even more control over 
customising their lighting without the need to contact their partner to do this. Existing installs 
can effortlessly be upgraded to Lighting Controller V2 which provides a whole host of new 
features, including the ‘mixing’ of lighting moods to add in accents without having to change 
the overall look and feel of a room. 
 
Vast improvements have also been made to Loxone’s proprietary project configuration 
software, Loxone Config., including further improvements to the Auto Configuration feature. 
Once the various devices have been ‘learned in’ in Loxone Config, a single click on the Auto 
Configure button takes care of creating the necessary function blocks that enable the 
features within the home automation system. 
 
Project Validation is another fantastic new feature that allows installation partners to review 
their configuration and receive an overview which displays any errors or optimisations. The 
tool automatically carries out checks on various technical aspects following configuration in 
order to optimise performance and identify any problems before the installation goes live. 
 
 
 



 

--Availability-- 
 
From Tuesday 26th September 2017, Version 9 of Loxone Smart Home OS, Config and the 
app will be available to all existing Loxone Partners and homeowners as updates, and will 
become the standard for all new installations. 
 
--ENDS-- 
 
Loxone is a leading manufacturer of a holistic smart home solution for lighting, heating, 
security and more. The company is changing the way people live in their homes for the 
better through an international network of installation partners. 
 
Contact: 
Loxone UK 
+44 1183 130 140 
www.loxone.com 
marketing@loxone.co.uk 
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